
Shock Treatment – Does provocative advertising work? Discuss in
relation to printed advertisements

An adage of old
Sex sells. Okay so I am not stating a revolutionary observation here, and it is certainly no
secret in the marketing world. It is one of the most popular maxims of modern
commercial culture. However new evidence would have us believe that advertisers are
abandoning the old age mantra, as sex is slowly being displaced by a new brand of
advertising: provocation.

Shock tactics
An advertisers objective is singular and relentless – to catch your attention, and more
importantly hold your gaze. In the frenzied mêlée that is brand promotion, for a
commercial not to sink without trace the message must get through effectively and
instantaneously. Daily, advertisements vie for a fleeting look from our eyes, a morsel of
our precious time, momentary curiosity.

Take a stroll down the High Street. I challenge you to be able to negotiate a commercial
thoroughfare without being confronted several times with hoardings, posters, flyers and
shop displays beckoning you to part with your money, moreover, spend money at their
establishment and not the one across the street (don’t cheat, closing your eyes is not
permitted).

More and more, advertisers are resorting to even greater lengths to ensure that your hard
earned cash is spent wisely. It used to be that to get someone to purchase your vacuum
cleaner, photographing it in a favourable light would guarantee custom. Then someone
wised up to the fact that a sexy woman demonstrating the vacuum cleaner’s capabilities
wouldn’t do any harm. Indeed, it turned out that a semi-clad female might be just the
way to sell a company’s products. I use this example because sex, and innuendo in
particular has been used to sell the unlikeliest things… from dishwasher salts to cold
remedies. However it seems that now even sex is clichéd and advertisers are being forced
to pull newer tricks out the bag in an attempt to grab our interest. 

As we have seen the primary goal of advertising is to make an abiding impact on the
consumer, and if the voluptuous cheerleader sporting a miniskirt and a jar of Budweiser is
not achieving the same effect she used to, it is time for the marketing maestros to broach
uncharted territory and discover pastures new.

Most people would tend to agree that part of the impact of an advertisement is the
heightened sense of unquestionable necessity it apportions to the product. So for
example, whilst the housewife watching the shampoo commercial knows full well that it
won’t quite provide the pleasure that the advert seems to suggest, the conducive result it
aims to have – her purchase of a hair product – seems to work. Similarly, the guy who
sees an attractive female promoting beer doesn’t think that the off licence suddenly has a
new line in beautiful women. It could be described as the positivity ploy. The product is
portrayed in a favourable light that leaves an affirmative imprint in the consumer’s mind
that is triggered the next time they see the item on a shop shelf or clothing rail. 

Yet it seems that suddenly and quite simply the positive aspect is gradually being
removed from the equation. Advertisers are realising that the focal point of the selling



game is to make people stop and stare, and if truth be told, it doesn’t matter how – the
billboard is just a means to an end.

Increasingly, in the constant battle for your attention, the gambit of operation can tend
to the extreme. Operation shock treatment has commenced: pull yourself together
because niceties are thrown out the window at this juncture. It is the advertisers’
undertaking to make the consumer stop and stare. It has been established that the best,
or if not the best, the most efficient and direct method is to stir a reaction that will cause
the person to remember the communicated message. The repetition [of this message]
helps the consumer remember both the product and the advertising message.i

Desperate times etc
Shock advertising is currently the subject of hot debate in the industry. We are
confronted with the countenance of a prisoner on death row by Benetton, a baby
injecting heroin by Barnardos, and French Connections obfuscation of an expletive that
rhymes with luck. The dilemma is, do they all have a common goal or are there
important differences between these advertising campaigns? This in turn begs an answer
to the question: do any of these campaigns actually work?

A case in point
Who can forget the cheekily emblazoned FCUK logos adorning the chest of many a
teenage girl? I for one did a double take when I saw the irreverent sequence of letters
staring back at me from a billboard on an otherwise uneventful bus journey to school
(Refer Figure 1). Advertising luminaries that favour the largely obsolete traditional
methods once implemented in a bygone era were quick to express their disgust at the
posters, which were seen to be distasteful and the embodiment of a society that does
nothing to shun such gratuitous sexual undertones. 

The Advertising Standards Authority received several complaints, but the adverts
remained and by and large people viewed it as harmless fun. After all, it was people’s
minds that assimilated the insignia with a swear word. Those who took offence were
judged to be prudes, and a story which ran in The Guardian quipped “People who have
expressed outrage and who think that this advertising pollutes the nation's morals clearly
spend too much of their time doing crosswords.”ii

The general consensus then was that provocative advertising was big and was clever. You
have to hand it to them. The simplicity and sheer impertinence (French Connection was
changed by law to be recognised globally as FCUK) paid off. The sales of goods
increased massively and the brand formerly known as French Connection saw profit
margins rise by 84%iii within the first six months. 

Whatever the various public reactions, 120,000 consumers admired the slogan and
demonstrated their support by going out and purchasing a t-shirt. Perhaps more
provocative were the billboards featuring model Sophie Dahl in an erotic captivation that
was supposed to portray the rapture induced by Opium, the latest fragrance offering
from Yves Saint Laurent. In this case there was no implicit sexual reference, rather (refer
Fig 2) the campaign featured full frontal nudity, albeit artistically executed and therefore
slightly obscured.

Here it was judged that this was one step too far on the part of advertising executives.
An instance such as this illustrates how media moguls, in their attempts to enhance a



brand can end up with its reputation in tatters if they cross the line between playful
provocation and patent offensiveness. This example, which attracted over 1000
complaints, is proof that not all publicity is good publicity, that risqué campaigns are
received with varying degrees of success. It was deemed to be ‘sexually suggestive’ which
was likely to cause ‘serious or widespread offence’. It seems there is a fine line that is
trodden in promotion that uses sex to sell. It appears that a sexual undercurrent, even
obvious innuendo is permitted, but marketing magnates ought to stop short of
overexposure of flesh. Yes it is something of a paradox, but yes, unsurprisingly it works.

The United Colours of Benetton are to some degree in a league of their own.
Experimental Italian photographer Oliviero Toscani was the guiding force behind a
series of advertising campaigns created for the clothing brand. Billboards featured
imagery of questionable taste (Refer Fig 3). Benetton really pushed the boundaries of
human provocation. Campaigns running throughout the nineties featured graphic images
such as a newly born baby, dying AIDS victims, and young a Liberian soldier holding a
human thighbone and Kalashnikov. 

Benetton’s innovative and pioneering shock factor caused immediate and widespread
dissent globally, and resulted in a multitude of negative publicity including hundreds of
complaints and even lawsuits. The irony of the situation is that people who wanted the
posters banned only helped to provide further column inches that essentially benefited
the brand. Benetton’s ads got them noticed and then…Benetton’s sales increased. It
doesn’t require a PhD in maths to see the correlation.

A brief study of the Benetton group would give the distinct impression that publicity,
even if it is negative gets people’s attention, and that is, after all the prime objective
publicity sets out to do. Perhaps it is no wonder that as soon as the ads were pulled, and
replaced with more mainstream ones there was a corresponding diminishment in product
sales. However you could argue with equal fervour that Benetton’s products no longer
have the appeal they once possessed. I for one think that the clothes are expensive and
not much to shout about in the design stakes. 

I suppose that a positive point you could draw from Benetton’s campaigns is their social
role in promoting pertinent issues. Whilst the question remains as to whether it is their
job to comment on the state of humanity when they should be commenting on the latest
season’s fashion, something of the company’s ethics and behaviour is betrayed in this
bold commercial statement. The discerning consumer-cum-philosopher may well take
this as a reflection of integrity and or reliability, so their purchasing decision may be
affected by more than the fickleness of fashion and finances. Nevertheless if Benetton
are experiencing a downturn after such a glorious and enduring high point it is not the
campaign, but the fashion, which lacks anything to set it apart from similar retailers that
is at fault.

To offend or not to offend

To recap, probably the most important lesson learned so far is that provocative
advertising’s success is dependant on the degree to which it offends. Mild offence can be
rather useful it seems, but the downright repugnant can backfire and do more harm than
good. 



Of course, the intrinsic implication of such a statement is that potential offensiveness is a
hard call to make. As the well-known axiom goes, ‘One man’s meat is another man’s poison’.
With a few taboo subjects such as paedophilia, it is difficult to determine that which is
deemed to be universally offensive. Note Figure 4. They depict a recent advertising
campaign implemented by Calvin Klein. The subject matter is children – the picture of
innocence, and yet they were considered to be provocative in an altogether different way:
it is something to do with a semblance of child exploitation that can cause a moral
outcry, and these ads were seen to be an assault on decency, and more seriously an
approval of paedophilia through its brand of ‘kiddie porn’iv. The adverts were banned
before they even reached Times Square.

Yes, advertising direction is fraught with problems but there does need to be rules
outlining the accepted modes of operation. The Advertising Standards Authority is a
body that has the unenviable task of creating the guidelines that regulate product
publicity. Robert Bean, chairman of advertising consultancy BrandBank believes the
approach is simple: consistency with the brand – “People hate being misled, when
advertisements are full of untruth. If you use taboo subjects in advertising, but the rest of
your product and service is not risqué, you're running into trouble."v 

Benetton is a classic example of this. They run risks with their campaigns, but there is no
evidence their clothing lines demonstrate the same edginess. This could be attributed in
part to the fact that Toscani was brought in from outside and pretty much completed the
projects single-handedly and without the aid of an advertising agency to ensure that the
branding was still sufficiently retained.

FCUK on the other hand represents a success story. The company’s kooky designs
reflect the portrayal of the brand in the media as cheeky and rebellious, so whilst it might
meet with a little disapproval from parents, fashion conscious youngsters are appearing
in their droves. 

Yet, not all campaigns are aimed at selling things. Charities are increasingly employing
shock tactics to make people aware of their cause in a very hard-hitting, direct manner.
The Barnardos campaign (refer Fig 5) is targeted at stunning the viewer into
comprehension, and in this capacity, a cockroach crawling from the mouth of a newborn
baby, or the wizened, elderly depiction of a sexually abused young girl certainly does the
trick. It is powerful and emotive, and cannot possibly fail to get its point across. There is
a lot at stake though. Overly emotional adverts can have an auto-immunising effect, and
I speak from experience. 

A shock overload is counterproductive: in this situation one part shock ought to be
mixed with several parts evidence so that a balance is struck, and claims are sufficiently
backed up. Barnardos passes this test with flying colours. Granted, the commercials are
emotive, and controversial in this respect, given the way in which the sentiment is
induced. But the imagery is not gratuitous. It is enough to help overcome public apathy
in regard to child poverty, which IS shocking, but is supported by corroborative evidence
that suggests it doesn’t contravene decency guidelines. 

Two fingers up to convention

FCUK was among the first companies to dare to break the rules. In spite of this, the flip
side of the coin is that as with everything we have seen in this analysis, people get bored.
They probably wouldn’t say so, because the probably don’t know it. But in time the



impertinence of those four letters tends to fade and its known for what it is: a brand
name and not much more. Thus companies are constantly having to push out the limits
of creativity to develop inspired promotional campaigns that have the desired effect. So
for FCUK perhaps the time for word play is over, and there is a demand for some fresh
innovative substance that can refresh the brand. A case of going back to the drawing
board to thrash around ideas for a nouveau shock tactic.

It’s all in the mind
Subliminal advertising has always been the catalyst behind the success of any publicity
scheme. Subliminal advertising is a technique of exposing consumers to product pictures,
brand names, or other marketing stimuli without the consumers having conscious
awareness.vi Subsequent to stimulus exposure, it is thought the consumer decodes the
information and acts upon it without being able to acknowledge the origin of the
motivation.

The hidden symbolism is relatively easier to decipher in images that hide a sort of sexual
meaning. Recognising innuendo in publicity has become second nature, so much so that
it is often viewed as a publicity stunt, which denigrates the real purpose of the poster.
Whilst you could argue that it is an inappropriate way to market fabric softener, and that
ultimately “in advertising, sex sells, but only if you're selling sex”vii at least sex is
something that in the right context is desirable and has the potential to communicate
something positive.

More sinister perhaps is the use of subliminal stimuli in provocative advertising that
claims no benevolent after-effect. Regard figure 6. It shows an ad for Silk Cut cigarettes.
We have all seen the adverts for the British Heart Foundation’s anti-smoking campaign.
Don’t worry if you haven’t, figure 7 shows one of the commercials in all its sordid glory!
Like Barnardos the BHF courted controversy when it released these commercials. They
may be disgusting, and may be in breach of common taste and decency but they are only
stating something that people know already: smoking kills.

Back to the Silk Cut. To the uninformed, a lot of cigarette adverts are plain confusing,
not least Silk Cut. The adverts are designed to evoke anxiety, and this is achieved in the
confusion caused trying to interpret them. It is thought that the ads are designed to
encourage smokers to ‘light up’ to allay the fear that is presented. The repetition of
anxiety inducing material helps to create and maintain a psychological association
between the brand and the subsequent anxiety. The mental bond that’s formed links the
anxiety with the smokers favoured brand of relief – Silk Cut. The interdependence
fosters addiction and maintains sales of Silk Cut. 

It is sickening to think that images can be manipulated to cause such consequences.
Smokers who feel like they have a choice in the matter are unaware of the subconscious
messages being communicated in the advertisements. It is a new low for cigarette
manufacturers, but it is no surprise they plunge to such depths to sustain profit margins.
The fact that tobacco companies have questionable ethics and motives is a given. It is
just a sobering thought that it exposes the potential that provocative, subliminal
advertising could have in other strands of society.

This will require further study, and the consideration of all the advertisements (which
together provide a better case for the prosecution) but there is truth in it insofar as the
adverts must carry some meaningful yet cleverly obscured message



Fcuk it
Let’s face it; they were the adverts you remembered. Their use of provocation was
contentious and yet astonishingly effective in their objective. Whether we like it or not,
provocative media snatches our attention, and that is the simple key to its success. 

Naturally, each respective individual’s assessment of what constitutes provocation and
what constitutes offence is different, so disparity is expected. Such an issue raises further
questions in the field of ethics: namely, is it ethical to shock and offend the majority to
appeal to a minority, and, is the business of advertising demeaning, and if so what does
this say about those who practise it and our culture that accepts it?

Perhaps the perpetual success of brands such as French Connection is related to the fact
that the advertising accurately mirrors the brand ethos. This is worthwhile diamond-cut
advice that advertising consultancies should note well. It is not a simple case of ‘the more
shocking, the better’. If a company’s advertising does not reflect their philosophy and
shock tactics are being used because everybody’s doing it, it can look like a cop out,
bordering on desperation. 

Advertising execs take heed: keep campaigns honest, legal and decent. Good luck;
decency is the hardest judgment to call yet.
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